Case study

Axpo Italia achieves 75% reporting time
reduction using Brady’s ETRM solution

Axpo Italia is a subsidiary of Axpo Group,
Switzerland’s largest producer of renewable
energy and an international leader in energy
trading. The company has been using Brady’s
Energy Trading and Risk Management (ETRM)
solution since 2009.

and loss reporting of their pan-European trading
business. Brady’s ERS supports the business
intelligence needs of energy trading entities today.
By working with existing BI tools, data trends can
be identified with ease and management reporting
demands can be met more efficiently.

Genoa based Axpo Italia is a major player in the
Italian energy trading sector active OTC, IDEX
futures and IPEX spot and gas markets. Their
power assets are 100% renewables generated
and the company is highly experienced in trading
environmental certificates.

ERS facilitates more informed decision-making
by enabling highly granular analysis of trading
performance and the creation customised reports.
Detailed reports can be built using any popular
reporting tools including Excel, Microsoft Power
BI or Qlickview. Any raw data held within Brady’s
ETRM solution can be accessed for this purpose
with ease.

The mid office team at Axpo Italia relies on Brady’s
Energy Reporting Service (ERS) for daily profit

“

We are delighted to see the impact Brady’s Energy
Reporting Service has made on our business. Our mid office
team has experienced around 80% reduction in manual
tasks upon being operational with this solution. Before
it took roughly 2.5 hours to run reports. Now we can run
highly insightful reports in around 30 mins. Setting up jobs
is quick and easy. We can now focus more on analysis work
to provide the insights our traders need more efficiently.
Alessandro Vassalli Axpo Italia IT Trading Demand Manager

”

Key features
Enables the access and reporting of the following data types.
Values can be exported at a yearly, quarterly, monthly,
daily to 15 minute resolution:

Cash flow

Fees

Currency exposure

Profit & Loss

Market price

Volumes

Mark-to-Market

Market value

Greeks

Contract price

Commodity market
exposure

Option premiums

Contract value

Settlements

Enables the export of the following
additional key values (total values):

Volume undelivered

Volume total

P&L unrealised

Contract price

Cash flow historic

Commodity market
exposure

Contract volume

Cash flow forward

Market price

P&L net

Currency exposure
Greeks

Mark-to-Market

P&L realised

Covers calculation and reporting for:

Green certificates

Value-at-Risk

Inventories

ERS uses Brady’s ETRM job system for automatic scheduling and notifications. Retention
policies are based on user defined rules, which enable the automated deletion and
storage of data to support internal compliance.

About
Brady provides trading, risk and logistics management software
solutions to global commodities and energy markets. Our mission is
to empower market participants to trade confidently, profitably and
sustainably today and in the future.
For over 30 years, we have been supporting companies engaged in
trading metals, agricultural commodities, renewables, power and gas.
We believe in long-term collaborative relationships with our customers.
Many have been with us for over 20 years. We are an independent
company, agile in the way we do business and how we provide customer
service.
Let us help you start trading more profitably.

Speak to a Brady Energy Expert today and discover
how Brady’s software suite can support your
commodity trading activity.
energy@bradytechnologies.com
+44 20 3301 1200
bradytechnologies.com

